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Executive Control during Episodic
Retrieval: Multiple Prefrontal
Processes Subserve Source Memory
for understanding the neural organization of memory:
extensive behavioral and neuropsychological research
indicates that source memory can be dissociated from
memory for particular items and may heavily depend on
frontal lobe executive control processes (Johnson et al.,
Ian G. Dobbins,1,4 Heather Foley,1
Daniel L. Schacter,2 and Anthony D. Wagner1,3
1Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging
MGH/MIT/HMS
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1993; Schacter et al., 1984; Shimamura et al., 1991)2 Department of Psychology
Functional imaging studies have further implicatedHarvard University
left prefrontal cortex (PFC) by demonstrating increasedCambridge, Massachusetts 02138
activation during source relative to simple item memory3 Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences and
judgments (Henson et al., 1999b; Nolde et al., 1998;Center for Learning and Memory
Rugg et al., 1999). These left PFC increases have beenMassachusetts Institute of Technology
interpreted as markers of additional “reflective” pro-Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
cesses that operate on information other than that acti-
vated by the initial retrieval or copy cue (Nolde et al.,
1998; Rugg et al., 1999). Although central to understand-Summary
ing the cognitive and neural computations subserving
source retrieval, the nature of these reflective processesDuring recognition, one may sense items as familiar
and their selectivity to recollective, as opposed to famil-(item memory) and additionally recollect specific con-
iarity-based, memory remains largely unknown. More-textual details of the earlier encounters (source
over, in contrast to the reflective hypothesis, alternativememory). Cognitive theory suggests that, unlike item
accounts contend that left ventrolateral PFC activationmemory, source memory requires controlled cue
results from the successful retrieval of episodic detailsspecification and monitoring processes. Functional
or operations contingent upon retrieval success (Hen-imaging suggests that such processes may depend
son et al., 1999a; Konishi et al., 2000). Thus, at present,on left prefrontal cortex (PFC). However, the nature
there is considerable uncertainty regarding the natureand possible anatomical segregation of these pro-
of left PFC contributions to source memory.cesses remains unknown. Using functional magnetic
Cognitive theory and neuropsychological evidenceresonance imaging, we isolated distinct response pat-
suggest at least two controlled operations that mightterns in left PFC during source memory consistent
be more involved in source memory than in item memorywith semantic analysis/cue specification (anterior ven-
(Burgess and Shallice, 1996; Moscovitch and Melo,trolateral), recollective monitoring (posterior dorsolat-
1997; Norman and Bobrow, 1979; Schacter et al., 1998;eral and frontopolar), and phonological maintenance/
Tulving, 1983). The first is retrieval cue specification,rehearsal (posterior ventrolateral). Importantly, cue
which is the systematic analysis of the possible seman-specification and recollective monitoring responses
tic relations between the retrieval cue and the knownwere not seen during item memory and were unaf-
characteristics of the potential sources. For example, iffected by retrieval success, demonstrating that the
asked whether one encountered a particular friend atmere attempt to recollect episodic detail engages mul-
the library or the shopping mall, one might consider thetiple control processes with different left PFC sub-
characteristics of that friend that may make one or thestrates.
other of the sources more probable. If these self-gener-
ated cues trigger explicit recollections unique to oneIntroduction
source, then an appropriate memory judgment can be
made. More generally, efficient retrieval from episodic
Memory theorists have drawn a fundamental distinction memory critically depends on one’s ability to use seman-
between two ways of gaining access to past experi- tic knowledge in order to systematically consider the
ences: recollection of contextual details surrounding a most relevant characteristics of a current memory cue
previous encounter with a stimulus (source memory), with regards to potential previous episodes (Mosco-
and a general sense of familiarity that is sufficient to vitch, 1995; Moscovitch and Melo, 1997; Schacter et al.,
determine whether the stimulus was previously encoun- 1998). The second operation especially important for
tered even though contextual recollection is absent source memory is recollection monitoring, which is the
(item memory) (Atkinson and Juola, 1974; Banks, 2000; process of evaluating the products of memory retrieval
Clark and Shiffrin, 1992; Dobbins et al., 2000; Jacoby, with respect to their relevance to the retrieval task. Un-
1991; Mandler, 1980; Tulving, 1985; Wagner et al., 1997; like simple item recognition tests, where subjects can
Yonelinas, 1994). Item memory combined with source endorse items based on simple familiarity, subjects dur-
memory failure is a common experience in everyday life ing source tasks may recollect information that varies
and plays an important role in such problems as faulty considerably in its task relevance and must therefore
eyewitness identification, when a face perceived as fa- evaluate retrieved recollections to determine their cur-
miliar is assigned the wrong source context (Schacter, rent task relevancy.
2001). The distinction also has important implications To identify and specify the nature of the controlled
operations that are differentially involved in source and
item memory, we used functional magnetic resonance4 Correspondence: ian@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu
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the hypothesis that activation in these regions is sensi-
tive to episodic retrieval success.
In Experiment 1, subjects were scanned during se-
mantic encoding and during item and source retrieval
blocks. During encoding, subjects alternated between
pleasant/unpleasant and concrete/abstract semantic
decisions on individual items. These tasks have been
shown to engage aLIPC (Demb et al., 1995; Gabrieli et
al., 1996). Following encoding, subjects’ memories were
tested with three-alternative forced choice (3AFC) trip-
lets consisting of a new item, and items encoded under
pleasant/unpleasant and under abstract/concrete ori-
enting. During item recognition, subjects were in-
Figure 1. Logic of Cognitive Masking Procedure structed to identify the new item in the triplet, a discrimi-
Neural operations subserving lexical/phonological access or main- nation that can be easily made based solely on the
tenance were expected to be required by all three tasks (semantic
relative item familiarities. Thus, we anticipated that sub-encoding, item recognition, and source recognition; green rectan-
jects would predominantly rely on familiarity to makegle). Item recognition was not expected to depend on neural compu-
their item memory decisions, relying little (or not at all)tations underlying semantic analysis or cue specification (blue rect-
angle). Neural computations selectively necessary for recollective/ on source memory and its associated control processes.
source monitoring were expected to be engaged solely by the In contrast, source recognition required selection of the
source recognition condition (red rectangle). item that was associated with a previous particular se-
mantic orienting task (i.e., a specific cognitive source).
We anticipated that such decisions would involve se-imaging (fMRI) to examine activity across semantic en-
mantic cue specification as well as recollective monitor-coding, source recognition, and item recognition. In ad-
ing processes not required during item recognition. Se-dition, the sensitivity of these processes to the level of
lective masking of the activation maps and region ofretrieval success was assessed. Three major questions
interest (ROI) analyses were used to compare activa-were addressed. First, are there neural and cognitive
tions across the three tasks (semantic encoding, itemprocesses engaged during both semantic encoding and
recognition, and source recognition) and across particu-source recognition that are not required during simple
lar regions of left PFC.item recognition? If both source recognition and seman-
Experiment 2 used a similar encoding procedure andtic judgments require controlled semantic analysis or
scanned subjects during retrieval using an event-relatedthe selection of semantic features (the former to specify
fMRI design, thus permitting comparison of successfuleffective retrieval cues and the latter to analyze task-
and unsuccessful retrieval trials. During source memoryrelevant semantic features during encoding), then the
trials, subjects were shown two items (one associated
anterior extent of left inferior prefrontal cortex (aLIPC),
with each semantic source) and were asked to identify
a region associated with controlled semantic retrieval
the item associated with the pleasant/unpleasant
or semantic feature selection paradigms (Buckner et al., source. A nonrecollective reference task used identical
1995b; Kapur et al., 1994; Petersen et al., 1988; Poldrack pairs but instead required subjects to select the item
et al., 1999; Wagner et al., 2000, 2001), should be acti- most recently encountered during the prior study list.
vated in both tasks. By contrast, to the extent that item Since the relative positions of the items in the previous
recognition judgments are based on a simple assess- study list were uncorrelated with the nature of the se-
ment of familiarity, then aLIPC should not be engaged, mantic encoding task, recency decisions were predicted
because controlled semantic analysis is not required to depend on retrieval processes other than those re-
(Fletcher and Henson, 2001). The second question is cruited during source memory.
whether the monitoring requirements of source memory
recruit unique control processes. In contrast to source Results
memory, neither simple item recognition nor semantic
encoding decisions require the monitoring or evaluation Behavioral Retrieval Data
of episodic recollections, and therefore, activations that Experiment 1
are selective to source retrieval may be indicative of Accuracy across the three retrieval tasks significantly
monitoring operations (see Figure 1). A third pattern of differed (F(2,26)  30.43, Mse  0.006, chance  0.33):
activity we considered was whether there were regions item recognition (“not-judged?”, M  0.87) was signifi-
that showed significant activity across semantic encod- cantly higher than source recognition (“for-concrete?”,
ing, source recognition, and item recognition. Such ac- M  0.64; “for-pleasant?”, M  0.69), whereas the two
tivity would be predicted in posterior left inferior prefron- source conditions did not differ reliably (t(13)  1.59,
tal cortex (pLIPC) based on research investigating p  0.10). A main effect of retrieval type on median
phonological/lexical maintenance in working memory reaction times (RTs; F(2,26)  4.17, Mse  47704)
and rote item rehearsal (Awh et al., 1996; Davachi et al., emerged due to a significantly longer RT during concrete
2001; Henson et al., 2000; Paulesu et al., 1993; Poldrack source retrieval (M 2917 ms) than during item recogni-
et al., 1999; Smith and Jonides, 1999). Finally, we also tion (M  2682 ms) (t(13)  2.56, p  0.05); RT during
investigated whether left PFC responses were engaged pleasant source retrieval (M  2785 ms) did not signifi-
to a greater extent during successful as opposed to cantly differ from either item recognition or concrete
source recognition.unsuccessful source memory performance, thus testing
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Figure 2. Selective Masking and ROI Analyses Applied to Regions Demonstrating Greater Activation during Source Relative to Item Recognition
Statistical maps are rendered onto a canonical brain. (A) Multiple left prefrontal, as well as lateral and medial parietal, regions were more
active during source than during item recognition (see Table 1 for details). (B) Of these regions, left dorsolateral, frontopolar, and left parietal
regions were selectively engaged during source retrieval (red regions). By contrast, the anterior and ventral extent of the left inferior prefrontal
cortex (LIPC) was engaged during both semantic encoding and source recognition, but not during item recognition (blue region). Finally, the
posterior and dorsal extent of the LIPC was reliably engaged by all tasks (green region). The graph renders the mean percent signal change
with respect to baseline for ROIs within the four PFC regions identified by the masking analysis. Boxes reflect 1 standard error of the mean,
with box-plus-stem equaling 1.96 standard errors. Note that each pair of red boxes corresponds to a dorsolateral condition. The open red
box on the right denotes the dorsolateral response, while the stippled red box on the right indicates the frontopolar response.
Experiment 2 tinct executive control processes are subserved by sep-
arable left PFC subregions during retrieval, nor whetherIn contrast to Experiment 1, a reverse performance ad-
the differences between source and item memory are ofvantage between the recollective and item-based tasks
degree or kind. This issue was explored using selectivewas observed: accuracy was greater during source rec-
masking logic, as illustrated in Figure 1, that was de-ognition (0.79) than recency recognition (0.58) (t(10) 
signed to isolate the presence of putatively distinct con-6.27, p  0.001, chance  0.50). In addition, RTs were
trol operations. Critically, three distinct patterns of acti-longer during recency than source judgments (2371 ver-
vation were observed. First, left frontopolar, posteriorsus 2154 ms, t(10)  3.74, p  0.01). Thus, consistent
dorsolateral, as well as lateral parietal cortex were selec-functional neuroanatomic differences between the
tively engaged, relative to baseline, during the sourcesource memory and nonrecollective retrieval tasks
retrieval attempt; these regions were not engaged aboveacross experiments cannot reflect differences in accu-
baseline during either item recognition or during seman-racy or time on task since these relationships are re-
tic encoding (Figure 2B, red regions). Second, the ante-versed across the two experiments.
rior ventral extent of the left inferior prefrontal cortex
(aLIPC) was engaged, relative to baseline, during both
Neuroimaging Data source recognition and semantic encoding, but not dur-
Experiment 1 ing item recognition (Figure 2B, blue region). Finally, the
Compared with item recognition, source recognition posterior dorsal extent of LIPC (pLIPC) was engaged
yielded greater activation primarily in left lateral frontal during all three conditions (Figure 2B, green). Thus, with
regions, including ventrolateral and posterior dorsolat- respect to PFC, selective masking revealed four ana-
eral PFC, frontopolar PFC, and the medial aspect of tomically distinct regions, with three distinct activation
superior PFC (Figure 2A and Table 1). Beyond frontal patterns, in operation during source recognition; only
cortex, source recognition was associated with greater one region, pLIPC, was also active during item recog-
activation in posterior cingulate, left precuneus, and left nition.
lateral inferior parietal cortices. In order to confirm the dissociations revealed by the
Although clearly distinguishing the retrieval tasks, this masking analysis, a direct test of functional separability
was conducted using ROIs extracted from each of thecomparison does not indicate whether functionally dis-
Neuron
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Table 1. Regions Demonstrating Greater Activation during Source Relative to Item Recognition
Coordinates
Region Z Score x y z Voxels
Left lateral PFC
Ant. IFG 5.51 51 24 6 72
Ant. IFGa 5.27 45 42 18 39
Frontopolara 3.40 36 57 3 6
Post. MFGa 5.07 39 18 48 62
Post. IFG 4.82 45 30 27 63
Post. IFGa 4.21 48 15 24 64
Post. IFG 4.17 39 24 30 70
Left medial SFG 4.22 6 45 24 30
4.21 6 36 42 73
Posterior cingulate 4.88 3 24 30 65
4.14 3 39 21 54
Left lateral parietal 4.79 48 54 48 56
4.53 42 60 48 56
4.51 39 66 39 78
Precuneus 4.55 9 69 33 75
Left thalamus 4.44 6 9 6 51
4.39 12 3 12 50
4.22 12 6 12 21
3.80 18 51 36 25
Brain stem 3.76 6 15 12 19
3.57 9 18 18 13
Ant., anterior; Post., posterior; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; SFG, superior frontal gyrus.
a Regions extracted in the graph in Figure 2B.
regions (Figure 2B). Consistent with the masking results, yielded a markedly similar pattern of lateral PFC re-
sponses as was observed in Experiment 1 when com-the ROI analysis demonstrated that posterior LIPC was
the only region to demonstrate an above baseline re- paring source to item recognition. To illustrate the high
degree of overlap in activations across the experiments,sponse in all three conditions, including during item rec-
ognition (p 0.0001). All other frontal regions showed no Figure 3 demonstrates the regions that were active in
both studies at the 0.001 threshold (inclusive masking).appreciable response during item recognition compared
to baseline (all p’s  0.27). To determine whether these These left PFC responses are not a function of differen-
tial task difficulty between source and item-based judg-latter regions (frontopolar and posterior dorsolateral
PFC, and anterior LIPC) were functionally separable, ments, as the relative task difficulty was reversed across
the experiments. When correct and incorrect sourcethe mean level of activation across conditions was con-
trasted. A task (semantic encoding, source recogni- judgments were contrasted within these common re-
gions, no evidence was obtained for a retrieval successtion, and item recognition)  region (frontopolar, poste-
rior dorsolateral PFC, and anterior LIPC) interaction effect in any of these PFC regions, even at very liberal
thresholds (p  0.01, uncorrected). ROI analyses on the(F(4,52)  7.87, Mse  0.009, p  0.0001) indicated that
these distinct frontal regions were differentially engaged event-related data confirm that this was not the result
of low power, demonstrating equivalent or numericallyacross the tasks. Unlike the anterior LIPC, which was
similarly activated during both semantic encoding and greater hemodynamic response amplitudes during un-
successful as opposed to successful source recognitionsource recognition, the frontopolar and posterior dorso-
lateral PFC were only active during source recognition trials for all the maxima observed in left lateral PFC, the
reverse of what is predicted under a retrieval success(Figure 2B, blue and red). The pattern of response in the
latter two regions was statistically indistinguishable (F account (Figure 3). Retrieval success effects were ob-
tained in regions other than lateral PFC, including along1). Collectively, these data point to four anatomically
separate PFC regions that demonstrate one of three the left hippocampal axis, which demonstrated a greater
response during successful source trials in comparisondistinct functional patterns: (1) posterior LIPC was active
across all conditions, (2) anterior LIPC was active during to unsuccessful source and recency based responses.
These success-related responses are not relevant toboth source recognition and semantic encoding, and (3)
frontopolar and posterior dorsolateral PFC were ex- the current hypotheses regarding PFC contributions to
source retrieval and are more fully detailed elsewhereclusively engaged during source recognition. These
findings are consistent with our hypothesis that source (our unpublished data).
retrieval depends on multiple dissociable control func-
tions. Discussion
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 addressed the sensitivity of PFC executive The present data demonstrate that source memory, rela-
tive to item recognition, differentially requires distinctcontrol processes to levels of retrieval success. Com-
parison of the source and recency recognition trials cue specification and monitoring operations that are
Memory for Source
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Figure 3. Regions Active in Both Experiment
1 (Source Versus Item Recognition Judg-
ments) and the Event-Related Design of Ex-
periment 2 (Source Versus Recency Judg-
ments) Rendered on a Canonical Brain
Regions common to both experiments dem-
onstrated greater activation during source
recognition (blue lines) than during recency
recognition (red lines) in Experiment 2 (0.001
threshold in each experiment). Comparison
of correct (solid lines) to incorrect (dashed
lines) source trials revealed no evidence for
“success” effects in any of the lateral PFC
regions. Recency trials also did not demon-
strate success effects and, in addition, failed
to differ from baseline response in dorsal and
anterior PFC regions.
supported by anatomically separable left prefrontal re- be needed to verify if such patterns hold for pictorial
or object stimuli that are also subjected to meaningfulgions. Furthermore, the degree of engagement of these
PFC computations was insensitive to retrieval success, encoding experiences.
Earlier neuropsychological investigations of prefrontalconsistent with their role in the controlled aspects of
source memory that are necessary regardless of task contributions to source and item recognition demon-
strated that item recognition was largely intact followingoutcome. The pattern of responses suggested that ante-
rior LIPC is involved in the controlled retrieval of seman- prefrontal damage, whereas source recognition was dis-
rupted (Janowsky et al., 1989a, 1989b, 1989c). The cur-tic information that is necessary during semantic encod-
ing and is a critical component of cue specification rent data extend this literature by pointing to a number of
possible functional impairments during source memoryduring source retrieval attempt (at least when the
sources can be linked to prior semantic cognitive opera- that might arise due to frontal insult, and they lead to
unique predictions for future investigation with patientstions performed on verbal materials). Relative to base-
line, this region showed no appreciable response during or with disruption studies using transcranial magnetic
stimulation. For example, damage or disruption of thethe item recognition task. In contrast, a more posterior
LIPC region was recruited during all experimental condi- anterior LIPC should result in impairments during both
controlled semantic analysis tasks and during sourcetions relative to baseline, consistent with its putative
role in the short-term maintenance of, or access to, recognition tasks that benefit from the generation of
internally guided retrieval cues related to the semanticlower level phonological or lexical information. Although
significantly above baseline in all three conditions, this qualities of the memory probes. In contrast, damage or
disruption of the frontopolar and/or posterior dorsolat-region did show the greatest response in the source
task, which, relative to the semantic encoding and item eral regions may result in an impairment that is only
evident during source recognition; controlled semanticrecognition tasks, required more time to execute and
may have resulted in increased maintenance demands. retrieval should remain intact. Thus, although the two
different “lesion” groups would be impaired duringFinally, frontopolar and posterior dorsolateral PFC re-
gions were exclusively engaged during the source task, source retrieval, they would be impaired for very differ-
ent reasons.consistent with a role in control processes that guide
the monitoring or evaluation of episodic recollections In addition to the prefrontal regions discussed above,
left lateral parietal, precuneus, and posterior cingulateascribed to different stimuli. Collectively, these data pro-
vide a striking demonstration that multiple, anatomically regions also showed greater activity during the source
compared to item recognition task in Experiment 1. Ac-distinct regions in left lateral prefrontal cortex subserve
functionally unique operations during attempted re- tivity in the posterior cingulate and precuneus has been
reliably found in numerous studies of episodic (Bucknertrieval of source memories. Given that the present study
exclusively used verbal materials, future research will et al., 1995a; Krause et al., 1999; Shallice et al., 1994)
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For Experiment 2, 640 nouns were drawn from the Oxford Englishand autobiographical retrieval (Conway et al., 1999; Fink
Dictionary. Four lists of 160 items were constructed for use in fouret al., 1996; Maddock et al., 2001; Maguire and Mum-
separate study/test cycles; mean item length and word frequencymery, 1999), and there is some evidence that damage
were controlled. Within each list, across subjects, blocks of 40 words
proximal to these regions can cause severe memory were serially rotated to counterbalance across conditions.
impairment (Rudge and Warrington, 1991; Valenstein et
al., 1987). This observation has led some researchers
Study Procedureto suggest that one and/or the other region is critically
In both experiments, stimuli (32 point Geneva font) were back-pro-involved in episodic recovery. Consistent with this idea,
jected onto a screen at the rear of the magnet bore and were viewed
both Eldridge et al. (2000) and Henson et al. (1999a) via a rearward facing mirror placed above the eyes. During the study
found that activity in posterior cingulate during success- phases of Experiment 1, subjects were scanned while alternating
between blocks of two different semantic orienting tasks (“con-ful memory judgments varied as a function of the re-
creteabstract?” or “pleasantunpleasant?”); alternations oc-ported presence of recollection. When subjects claimed
curred after every eight words interspersed with fixation blocksto recollect or remember elements of the prior study
lasting from 8 to 14 s. In the study phases of Experiment 2 (notcontext, there was greater activity in posterior cingulate
scanned), subjects alternated between these two semantic tasks
than when items were endorsed based solely on feelings on every trial. In both experiments, each word appeared immediately
of familiarity (Eldridge et al., 2000; Henson et al., 1999a). below the cue, and responses were made with either a left or right
key press. The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) for items was 2.5 sIn the current study, neither left lateral parietal nor pre-
for Experiment 1, and 3 s for Experiment 2. Critically, the two seman-frontal regions showed any evidence of a retrieval suc-
tic encoding tasks constituted the two sources that subjects wouldcess effect at a lenient threshold of 0.01. However, this
have to recollect during subsequent source memory testing.was not the case for the midline posterior regions. Both
Test phases immediately followed each study phase. For Experi-
the precuneus (MNI coordinates of 3,75,30) and poste- ment 1, test probes consisted of a task cue above 3AFC triplets
rior cingulate (0,39,27) demonstrated increased activ- arrayed from left to right; each triplet contained an item from all
three possible classes (novel, rated for pleasantness, and rated fority for successful compared to unsuccessful source
concreteness). Across test blocks, the nature of the retrieval cuememory at this lenient threshold. Taken in consideration
varied: “not-judged”, “pleasant-task”, or “concrete-task”. Duringwith the prior imaging evidence and with the known
“not-judged” blocks, subjects were to indicate which of the testinterconnectivity between posterior cingulate and MTL
probes was novel; during “for-pleasant” and “for-concrete” blocks,
structures (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994), this finding further subjects indicated which of the probes was studied with that cogni-
suggests that posterior cingulate may critically contrib- tive source. Subjects were informed that every trial contained an
item from each of the three classes; responses were indicated byute to memory function.
a left, middle, or right key press, and the location of the correctThe idea that source and item memory may involve
response was pseudo-randomized. Each retrieval block containeddifferent retrieval operations has a long history in cogni-
four trials with an SOA of 5 s, with each scan consisting of eighttive theory, computational models, statistical decision
blocks of item recognition (“not-judged”) and eight blocks of source
models, and neuropsychology (Banks, 2000; Janowsky recognition (four of “for-pleasant” and four of “for-concrete”). Inter-
et al., 1989a; Johnson et al., 1993; Moscovitch and Melo, spersed among retrieval blocks were passive fixation blocks ranging
from 8 to 14 s; for these blocks, the orienting cue was replaced by1997; Schacter et al., 1984; Yonelinas, 1999). However,
a row of crosses. Each study and test scan contained 248 image-the ability to delineate different retrieval operations in-
volumes.volved in source and item memory has been limited by
For each test phase of Experiment 2, a two-alternative forcedthe difficulty of drawing such distinctions purely on the
choice (2AFC) recognition test assessing source and recency was
basis of behavioral data and by the large and indiscrimi- administered. Test pairs were constructed by systematically cross-
nate nature of opportunistic lesions in human prefrontal ing the items from each half of the study list with the type of encoding
that each received, yielding 80 test pairs in which one item wascortex. Current neuroimaging techniques now offer re-
encoded for pleasantness, one for concreteness, and each differedsearchers the chance to tease apart the different strate-
in recency. The side of the correct response was pseudo-random-gic and monitoring processes that are vital to our ability
ized. For relative recency trials (“most-recent?”), subjects were toto situate current experiences within the framework of
select the member of the pair seen most recently during the immedi-
our personal episodic past. ately preceding study list. For source retrieval trials (“pleasant-
task?”), subjects were to select the member of the pair that was
Experimental Procedures rated as pleasant or unpleasant in the preceding study list. The test
cue and item pairing was reversed for half of the subjects. The order
Subjects of the test trial types (recency and source: 4 s), along with fixation
Fourteen (Experiment 1) and eleven (Experiment 2) right-handed, periods (2–10 s), was determined using an optimal sequencing pro-
18- to 35-year-old, native English speaking volunteers were paid gram designed to maximize the efficiency of recovery of the bold
$50 for participating in the study. Informed consent was obtained response (Dale et al., 1999). During fixation trials, positions were
in a manner approved by the Human Studies Committee at Massa- replaced by rows of crosses of approximately the same length as
chusetts General Hospital, the Committee on the Use of Humans the stimuli. Each test scan contained 240 image-volumes.
as Experimental Subjects at MIT, and the Harvard University Com-
mittee on the use of Human Subjects in Research.
fMRI Data Acquisition
Scanning was performed on a 3T Siemens Allegra system using aStudy Materials
For Experiment 1, 576 nouns were drawn from the Oxford English standard whole-head coil. Functional data were acquired using a
gradient-echo echo-planar pulse sequence (TR  2 s, TE  30 ms,Dictionary. Nine lists were constructed for use in three separate
study/test cycles (three lists/192 words per cycle); mean item length 21 axial slices parallel to the AC-PC plane, 3.125  3.125  5 mm,
1 mm interslice gap). Prior to functional data collection, four dummyand word frequency were controlled across lists. For each 128 item
study phase, subjects studied two of the three assigned lists. The volumes were collected and discarded to allow for T1 equilibration
effects. High-resolution T1-weighted (MP-RAGE) anatomical imagesthird list constituted the 64 novel lures during the subsequent 3AFC
test. Across subjects, lists were counterbalanced across condition were collected for visualization. Head motion was restricted using
a pillow and foam inserts.and scans.
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fMRI Data Analysis trieval. II. Selective averaging of event-related fMRI trials to test the
retrieval success hypothesis. Neuroimage 7, 163–175.Data were preprocessed using SPM99 (Wellcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology, London). Slice acquisition timing was cor- Burgess, P.W., and Shallice, T. (1996). Confabulation and the control
rected by resampling all slices in time relative to the first slice, of recollection. Memory 4, 359–411.
followed by rigid body motion correction across all runs. Functional
Clark, S.E., and Shiffrin, R.M. (1992). Cuing effects and associative
data were spatially normalized to an EPI template using a 12 parame-
information in recognition memory. Mem. Cognit. 20, 580–598.
ter affine and nonlinear cosine basis function transformation. Vol-
Conway, M.A., Turk, D.J., Miller, S.L., Logan, J., Nebes, R.D., Mel-umes were resampled into 3 mm cubic voxels and spatially
tzer, C.C., and Becker, J.T. (1999). A positron emission tomographysmoothed with an 8 mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel. Each
(PET) study of autobiographical memory retrieval. Memory 7,session was rescaled such that the mean signal was 100.
679–702.The data were statistically analyzed, treating subjects as a random
effect. For the analyses, volumes were treated as a temporally corre- Dale, A.M., Greve, D.N., and Burock, M.A. (1999). Optimal stimulus
lated time series and modeled by convolving a synthetic hemody- sequences for event-related fMRI. Paper presented at the 5th Inter-
namic response function and its first-order time derivative using the national Conference on Functional Mapping of the Human Brain
onset times for the blocks/events. The resulting functions were used (Duesseldorf, Germany).
as covariates in a general linear model, along with a basis set of Davachi, L., Maril, A., and Wagner, A.D. (2001). When keeping in
cosine functions that were used to high-pass filter the data, and a mind supports later bringing to mind: neural markers of phonological
covariate representing session effects. The least squares parameter rehearsal predict subsequent remembering. J. Cogn. Neurosci. V13,
estimates of height of the best fitting synthetic HRF for each condi- 1059–1070.
tion of interest (averaged across scans) were used in pairwise con-
Demb, J.B., Desmond, J.E., Wagner, A.D., Vaidya, C.J., Glover, G.H.,trasts and stored as a separate image for each subject. These im-
and Gabrieli, J.D. (1995). Semantic encoding and retrieval in the leftages were then tested against the null hypothesis of no difference
inferior prefrontal cortex: a functional MRI study of task difficultybetween contrast conditions using one-sided t tests, resulting in
and process specificity. J. Neurosci. 15, 5870–5878.repeated measures t tests across subjects. Regions were consid-
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